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Knowledge of the shape of the mass spectrum of compact objects can be used to help break
the degeneracy between the mass and redshift of the gravitational wave (GW) sources, and thus
can be used to infer cosmological parameters in the absence of redshift measurements obtained
from electromagnetic observations. In this paper, we study extensively different aspects of this
approach, including its computational limits and achievable accuracy. Focusing on ground-based
detectors with current and future sensitivities, we first perform the analysis of an extensive set
of simulated data using a hierarchical Bayesian scheme that jointly fits the source population and
cosmological parameters. We consider a population model (power-law plus Gaussian) which exhibits
characteristic scales (extremes of the mass spectrum, presence of an accumulation point modeled by
a Gaussian peak) that allow an indirect estimate of the source redshift. Our analysis of this catalog
highlights and quantifies the tight interplay between source population and cosmological parameters,
as well as the influence of initial assumptions (whether formulated on the source or cosmological
parameters). We then validate our results by an “end-to-end” analysis using simulated GW h(t)
data and posterior samples generated from Bayesian samplers used for GW parameter estimation,
thus mirroring the analysis chain used for observational data for the first time in literature. Our
results then lead us to re-examine the estimation of H0 obtained with GWTC-1 in [1], and we show
explicitly how population assumptions impact the final H0 result. Together, our results underline
the importance of inferring source population and cosmological parameters simultaneously (and
not separately as is often assumed). The only exception, as we discuss, is if an electromagnetic
counterpart was to be observed for all the BBH events: then the population assumptions have less
impact on the estimation of cosmological parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gravitational waves (GWs) [2, 3] from compact bi-
nary mergers are often referred to as “standard sirens”,
in analogy with the term “standard candles” coined for
SNIa, thus underlining their role for cosmology. From the
GW signal, it is possible to directly estimate the source
luminosity distance dL [4, 5]. When combined with the
redshift of the host galaxy, this estimate can be used to
measure cosmological parameters and thus probe the ex-
pansion history of the universe.

Probing the expansion history of the universe is crucial
to resolve open issues in the standard cosmological model,
such as the nature of dark energy and the tension in
the values of the Hubble constant H0 i.e. the expansion
rate of the Universe today, obtained from observations at
early and late cosmological epochs [6–9].

GWs detected by the LIGO and Virgo experiments
[10, 11] have been used to infer H0 using various ap-
proaches and data sets. A first approach [5, 12] is to

obtain the source redshift by locating the host galaxy
thanks to an electromagnetic counterpart to the GW sig-
nal. This approach has so far been applied in two cases.
The measurement H0 = 70+19

−8 km s−1 Mpc−1 in [13, 14]
was obtained after the observation of the kilonova opti-
cal transient that allowed the galaxy hosting the binary
neutron-star (BNS) GW170817 to be pinpointed [15].
Similarly, the optical transient [16] tentatively associated
to the binary black hole event GW190521 [17, 18] led to
H0 = 48+24

−10 km s−1 Mpc−1 [19, 20]. From GW sources
with electromagnetic counterparts, it is also possible to
test the theory of general relativity (GR) through GW
propagation effects [21]. In order to make an accurate
measurement of cosmological parameters and test GR,
it is also important — and indeed essential for the GW
sources situated at low redshift — to correct for the pe-
culiar velocity of galaxies [22, 23].

A second approach [12] consists in establishing a sta-
tistical association between the source, and those galax-
ies in a catalogue that match the source sky location
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and luminosity distance as inferred from GW data. This
is well suited to binary black hole (BBH) mergers, for
which electromagnetic counterparts are not expected.
(So far, there is no clear and robust discovery of a coun-
terpart). A proof of principle application of this ap-
proach was applied to GW170817, ignoring the counter-
part, finding H0 = 77+37

−18 km s−1 Mpc−1[24]. This ap-
proach was also applied to the BBH signals detected
during the first and second observing runs of Advanced
LIGO and Virgo [1, 3, 25] leading to a value of H0 =
69+16

−8 km s−1 Mpc−1, when combined with the BNS coun-
terpart measurement. An analysis of the asymmetric
mass ratio event GW190814 [26] detected during the
first half of observing run 3 [27] resulted in the estimate
H0 = 70+17

−8 km s−1 Mpc−1. A more recent result using

also O3a events finds H0 = 70+11
−7 km s−1 Mpc−1 [28].

Several recent studies characterize the future prospects
for both approaches in the context of the upcoming ob-
serving runs (O4 and O5) for Advanced LIGO and Ad-
vanced Virgo, and for the 3rd generation detectors such
as the Einstein Telescope (ET). They all concur that it
will be increasingly difficult to obtain reliable and pre-
cise redshift measurements from electromagnetic observa-
tions. Indeed, as GW detector sensitivities improve, the
average distance of the detected events increases and the
search for electromagnetic counterparts becomes more
challenging [29, 30]: sources at greater distances have
dimmer counterparts and a larger number of potential
host galaxies. Also, the lack of completeness of galaxy
surveys at high redshifts will prevent the statistical coun-
terpart association for a large fraction of BBHs that will
be observed by the future GW detectors [31].

These limitations have motivated the development of
alternative methods to obtain the source redshift z, for
instance by the cross-correlating GW sources with galax-
ies, see [32–36]. Here, however, we consider a different
method using solely on GW data. It is based on assump-
tions about the masses of the compact stars in the source
frame. The basic idea is the following: from the GW sig-
nal it is possible to infer redshifted detector-frame masses
Mz, where Mz = (1 + z)M . Therefore the source red-
shift z can be deduced from the measured detector-frame
mass and a statistical estimate of the source-frame mass
based on a belief about its distribution. This requires
solid prior knowledge of the mass distribution that can
be inferred from available data. Mass distribution with
typical source-frame mass scales associated with accumu-
lation points (narrow peaks) or sudden extinction (sharp
breaks), can be used to infer the redshift of those GW
events falling close-by, through a comparison with their
observed detector-frame mass. This idea has been ex-
plored in several works, which analyze how one can con-
strain mass distributions and cosmology together.

In [37] the authors propose exploiting the narrow bi-
nary neutron star component mass distribution (normal
distribution with a few percent scatter) [38, 39] to con-
strain H0 within 10% using hundreds of LIGO and Virgo
GW events. Assuming H0, Ωm,0 and Ωk,0 are known at

the sub-percent accuracy, reference [40] follows the same
idea to constrain the equation of state of dark matter
from ET observations.

Regarding black holes, their mass distribution is ex-
pected to be shaped by various processes. The pair-
instability supernovae (PISN) process [41], is expected
to lead to a depletion in BHs with masses from ∼ 50 to
∼ 120M� through pulsational mass loss, often referred to
as the “mass gap”. These scales can be used to extract
cosmological parameters. In [42] for instance, the au-
thors simulate a population of BBHs with a PISN feature
at 45M� showing that with 5 years of Advanced LIGO
and Virgo, it will be possible to estimate the Hubble pa-
rameter at z = 0.8 with ∼ 6.1% precision, the dark en-
ergy equation of state parameter to ∼ 10% accuracy and
the location of the PISN feature with 5% accuracy. The
PISN feature is expected to be weakly dependent upon
the star metallicity, stellar wind mass loss and internal
stellar dynamics and thus represents a robust character-
istic scale for these studies. Current studies[43] argue
that this scale might vary up to 20% when considering
the uncertainties on the stellar evolution processes, how-
ever this mass scale is expected to be nearly independent
of cosmological redshift.

Similarly in [44], the authors simulate a population of
BBHs showing that after a year of ET observations, H0

is expected to be measured at the percent level when
fixing all the population parameters. Ref. [44] also shows
that other population related parameters, such as the
rate evolution parameter, could be crucial to infer the H0

(even though this simulation is done without using errors
on the measurement of the GW signal parameters). In
[45] the authors discuss using the higher end of the PISN
mass gap (i.e., the observation of intermediate-mass black
hole binaries) and in the context of ET, they estimate H0

will be determined at . 20% accuracy (with this reducing
to ∼ 3% in the most optimistic scenario).

In contrast to previous works, which are mainly fo-
cused on providing forecasts for the measurement of cos-
mological parameters, in this paper, we study in-depth
several technical aspects related to this type of analysis.
The study concentrates on the near term and the upcom-
ing LIGO and Virgo observing runs by simulating a BBH
population similar to the one inferred from [46]. In Sec. II
we summarize the joint inferential scheme for both cos-
mological and source population parameters. In Sec. III
we apply this scheme to a simulated BBH population and
identify the most important source population parame-
ters for GW cosmology. We also discuss the convergence
of the errors on different parameters as a function of the
number of detected events. In Sec. IV we study the in-
terplay between mass-population and cosmological pa-
rameters, focusing on some cases of particular relevance.
In Sec. V, we discuss the effect on the H0 estimation of
choosing a different mass model from that of the simu-
lated population and in App. IV C we validate our re-
sults by an “end-to-end” analysis using simulated GW
h(t) data and posterior samples generated from Bayesian
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samplers used for GW parameter estimation, thus mir-
roring the analysis chain used for observational data for
the first time in literature. This leads us, in section VI to
re-examine the estimation of H0 obtained with GWTC-1
in [1], and we show explicitly how population assump-
tions impact the final H0 result. Finally, in section VII
we show that if an electromagnetic counterpart were to
be observed for all the BBH events, then the population
assumptions would not impact the estimation of cosmo-
logical parameters. Our conclusions are summarized in
section VIII.

II. HIERARCHICAL BAYESIAN ANALYSIS

In this section, we introduce our notation and outline
the scheme for jointly inferring cosmological and source
population parameters.

A. Notation and definition of source population
models

We denote by θ the set of parameters describing in-
dividual black-hole sources in the source frame. For the
present analysis, the most important amongst these is
the source-frame masses, m1/2,s, of the two binary com-
ponents, and the cosmological redshift z (others include
the spins, position of the source on the sky, orientation,
eccentricity etc). The distribution of BH sources in the
population is described by a set of hyper-parameters de-
noted by Λm, while the cosmological parameters include
the Hubble constant H0 and the present-day fraction of
matter density Ωm,0 (for a flat ΛCDM Universe). We
denote them by Λc = {H0,Ωm,0}. Often in the follow-
ing, we will collect all (cosmological and source popu-
lation) hyper-parameters together and denote them by
Λ = {Λm,Λc}.

The distribution of individual source properties
ppop(θ|Λm, H0,Ωm,0) is taken to be of the form

ppop(θ|Λm,Λc) = C p(m1,s,m2,s|Λm)

×dVc
dz

(Λc)(1 + z)γ−1, (1)

where p(m1,s,m2,s|Λm) describes the source-frame mass

distribution (see below); dVc
dz (Λc) =

4πc(1+z)2D2
A

H(z) is the

differential comoving volume, with DA the angular diam-
eter distance and H(z) the Hubble parameter; the factor
of (1 + z) in Eq. (1) is the standard time dilatation be-
tween source and detector frame clocks; finally the power-
law index γ characterizes the merger rate evolution with
redshift [47] (a null value of γ corresponds to a constant
merger rate in comoving volume). Finally the constant
C ensures proper normalization of the probability distri-
bution to unity. A simple power-law for the merger rate
is a reasonable description at low redshifts. It is consis-
tent with the events observed at current detector sensi-

tivities [27] when assuming a standard flat ΛCDM cos-
mology with H0 ≈ 67 km s−1 Mpc−1 and Ωm,0 = 0.308.
For mergers at higher redshifts, one may have to consider
more complex rate evolution, for instance rates connected
to the star formation history, see e.g., [48] with a maxi-
mum at z & 1.5.

We use two models for the source-frame mass spec-
trum that were previously implemented in [46, 49]. The
first is a simple power-law model, labeled PL, in which
the prior on the first component mass m1,s is a power law
with index (−α) and lower and upper cutoffs at mmin and
mmax respectively. The second component mass is dis-
tributed according to a power-law with index β between
mmin and m1,s. The corresponding explicit source-frame
mass distribution is given in Appendix A. This simple
model is completely determined by the four parameters
(mmax,mmin, α, β).

The second more complex model is labeled PLG. Here
the first component mass follows the same PL model as
above with the addition of a Gaussian peak with mean
µg and variance σ2

g . The proportion of events that arise
from the Gaussian peak is governed by the parameter λg
(when λg = 0, the model PLG reduces to PL). The sec-
ond mass component is drawn as in the previous model.
In addition, this model also includes a tapering factor δm
for the low mass cut-off as described in [46, 49]: see Ap-
pendix A for the full expressions. The model PLG is thus
completely determined by eight parameters. The Gaus-
sian peak is introduced to capture a pile-up of BBHs, due
to the PISN [46] (argued to be weakly dependent of the
redshift in [42, 43]). The PL extension above this feature
captures the presence of more massive events in the ob-
served distribution. As we argue at the end of Sec. IV B,
the extension to more massive events at higher redshifts
for this model might require the inclusion of a redshift-
dependent tail in the mass distribution. Current data
[46, 49] suggests PLG as the preferred model to describe
the source-frame mass distribution.

B. Basics of the inference scheme

We now present the general framework for joint popu-
lation and cosmological inference.

Given a set of Nobs GW detections associated with
the data {x} = (x1, ..., xobs), the posterior on Λ can be
expressed as [50–52]

p(Λ|{x}, Nobs) ∝ p({x}, Nobs|Λ)p(Λ), (2)

where p(Λ) is a prior on the hyper-parameters. The term
p({x}, Nobs|Λ)p(Λ) can be expanded as

p({x}, Nobs|Λ)p(Λ) = p(Nobs|Λ)p({x}|Nobs,Λ), (3)

where the term p(Nobs|Λ) is a Poisson distribution that
relates the number of observed events Nobs with the ex-
pected number of detected events. Since we are not in-
terested in rate estimation in this work, we analytically
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marginalize over the total number of expected events by
setting a scale-free prior [47, 50], which is also linked to
the merger rates.

The term p({x}|Nobs,Λ) is the likelihood of observing
the collection of the data {x} given a set of population
parameters and Nobs observed signals. If each of the sig-
nals is detected in a data chunk xi, which is independent
from the others, we can write

p({x}|Nobs,Λ) =

Nobs∏
i

p(xi|D ,Λ), (4)

where D is the hypothesis (assumed true) of having a
trigger from an astrophysical signal. (Below we will de-
fine triggers to be signals with SNR ρdet,i ≥ 12.) The
term p(xi|D ,Λ) can be rewritten using Bayes theorem as

p(xi|D ,Λ) =
p(D |xi,Λ)p(xi|Λ)

p(D |Λ)
, (5)

where p(D |xi,Λ) is the probability of having a detection
in the data xi and a set of cosmological parameters Λ. It
is thus equal to 1 by assumption [50]. The likelihood of
the GW event p(xi|Λ) given the population parameters
can be factorized using the single source parameters θ as

p(xi|Λ) =

∫
p(xi|Λ, θ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ, (6)

where ppop(θ|Λ) is the population-induced prior of
Eq. (1).

The denominator p(D |Λ) in Eq. (5) is the probabil-
ity of having a trigger of astrophysical origin, given a
set of cosmological and population parameters. This is
a normalization factor of the likelihood p(xi|Λ) and it
describes what is usually referred to as selection effects
[50, 52]. This term can be written as an integral over ev-
ery possible realization of detectors’ data that will pass
the detection threshold

p(D |Λ) =

∫
ρdet,i≥12

∫
p(xi|θ,Λ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθdxi. (7)

We assume that the noise properties are stationary, and
hence the detectability of all events are the same meaning
we can drop the subscript i. The integral can then be
written as [50]

p(D |Λ) =

∫
pdet(θ,Λ) ppop(θ|Λ)dθ, (8)

where pdet(θ,Λ) is the probability of detecting the source
with parameters θ and assuming the population and cos-
mological hyper-parameters Λ. By substituting in Eq. (2)
the terms in Eqs. (6)-(8) we obtain the posterior on the
source population and cosmological hyper-parameters

p(Λ|{x}, Nobs) ∝ p(Λ)

Nobs∏
i

∫
p(xi|Λ, θ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ∫
pdet(θ,Λ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ

. (9)

III. APPLICATION OF THE INFERENCE
SCHEME TO A SIMULATED POPULATION OF

BBH

We now apply the above scheme to estimate cosmolog-
ical and population parameters from a simulated popu-
lation of BBH. In this section, we present our population
and first results on population and cosmological param-
eter inference.

A. Simulated BBH population

We simulate a set of BBH GW events detected in LIGO
and Virgo data assuming sensitivities comparable to the
recent O2 and O3 observing runs [10, 11, 53, 54].

We choose a uniform in comoving volume merger rate
γ = 0 and draw the BBH component masses in the source
frame from the PLG distribution. The power-law com-
ponent is delimited by the two mass scales mmin = 5M�
and mmax = 85M�, and the slope for the primary mass
distribution is α = 2, and of the mass ratio, β = 0.
We choose λg = 0.1 so that 10% of the total number of
BBHs are in the Gaussian component. Its mass distribu-
tion has a mean µg = 40M� and a standard deviation of
σg = 5M�. A tapering with a characteristic window of
δm = 5M� is applied to the lower end of the distribution.
The synthetic BBH catalog generated with this distribu-
tion is representative of the preferred model inferred from
the GWTC-1 and GWTC-2 catalogues [3, 27].

We choose H0 = 67.7 km s−1 Mpc−1 and Ωm,0 = 0.308
[55], and analyze Ninj ≤ 1024 simulated events that pass
the SNR detection threshold ρdet ≥ 12 [1]. The popula-
tion is shown in Fig. 1, and reaches a maximum redshift
of z ∼ 0.8.

For each simulated binary, we generate posterior sam-
ples for the masses and luminosity distance by follow-
ing an approximation similar to [42]: all details may be
found in Appendix B. A second study based on posterior
samples produced by a proper “end-to-end” analysis (no
approximation involved) is presented later in Sec. IV C.

B. Application of the inference scheme

With this population, we now apply the inference
scheme of section II to estimate jointly the hyperparam-
eters, namely the mass model parameters, rate evolution
γ, Hubble constant H0 and mass-fraction Ωm,0.

We consider two cases (i) Ωm,0 is fixed to the Planck
value, Ωm,0 = 0.308 [55], (ii) Ωm,0 is able to vary in the
range [0.1, 0.5] with a uniform prior.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the marginal posterior distributions
and the error on the population and cosmological param-
eters that we obtain as we analyze more GW events. All
parameters are recovered to within 2σ of their true val-
ues. From Fig. 2 we conclude that mmax, µg, and α are
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FIG. 1. Simulated population of 1024 observed events, show-
ing the mass distributions (in the detector and source frames)
and redshift distribution.

the parameters that can be measured with the best ac-
curacy, respectively at the 10% and 8% level and 11%.
The other population parameters can be measured within
30% to 50% accuracy with & 1000 signals with the ex-
ception of the rate evolution parameter and the tapering
factor. The rate evolution is the most difficult parameter
to measure as we are looking at events at low redshift
with current sensitivities.

The predicted accuracy for H0 is worse than that of
[42] based on 5 years of observations for advanced LIGO.
Two reasons explain this discrepancy: (i) we consider
sensitivities comparable to current detectors instead of
future design sensitivities used in [42] and (ii) our sim-
ulated population model leads to fewer detected BBH
events (∼ 15% against to 25% for [42], see Fig. 5), thus
reducing the events that are informative on the upper
cut-off of the mass distributions, resulting in turn into a
degraded H0 estimation.

IV. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
COSMOLOGICAL AND MASS-POPULATION

PARAMETERS

In this section, we study the interplay between cos-
mological and mass-population parameters, focusing on
some cases of particular relevance. We will show that
amongst the parameters which have the strongest cor-
relations are (H0,mmax, µg). In the following, we will

assume that mmax, µg are independent from redshift1.
In section V we will question what happens if we fix

some of these parameters to incorrect values.

A. Weak impact of Ωm,0

We find that Ωm,0 does not impact the estimation of
the mass-related population parameters, see Figs. 3 and
4. It has a weak impact on the estimation of H0: in the
specific case of our simulations, based on current detec-
tor sensitivities, this is observed above ∼ 500 detected
events, when the accuracy on the H0 estimation is of the
order of 40% (at 1.6σ CL).

With ∼1000 GW detections, we estimate H0 with a
40% accuracy when fixing Ωm,0 to the true value, while
this accuracy falls to 50% if Ωm,0 is left to vary between
0.1 and 0.5. This is due to the correlation between Ωm,0
and H0 in the GW luminosity distance, as can be seen in
Fig. 4 which shows the marginal posterior distributions
obtained with 1024 BBH events.

We conclude that with the current number of GW de-
tections and sensitivities, one can neglect the unknown
value of Ωm,0, but this should be reconsidered when an-
alyzing more GW events, especially if they are at higher
redshifts. This last comment is consistent with the con-
clusion of [44] for third-generation detectors.

In the remainder of this paper, we set Ωm,0 = 0.308.

B. Correlations between H0 and features in the
source-frame mass spectrum

Regarding the measurement of H0, the most important
parameters in the component mass spectrum are those
that govern the high-mass features such as the maximum
mass mmax and the position of the Gaussian peak µg.

Fig. 5 shows several cumulative posterior distributions
for the source-frame masses, obtained by fixing H0 to
different values. For reference, the maximum BH mass
mmax and the position of the Gaussian peak are indicated
in the shaded areas. About 20% to 40% of the events have
a primary mass m1 estimate consistent with the position
of the Gaussian component. Less than 20% (and ∼ 10%
for H0 ∼ 67 km s−1 Mpc−1) of the events have a primary
mass larger than mmax. This decreases to a few percent
for the secondary mass. These fractions set the scale for

1 For µg , this is motivated by the fact that the PISN feature is
expected to be only weakly dependent on several mechanisms re-
lated to stellar dynamics [43]. For mmax this might not be true.
For instance, some population models for isolated binary evolu-
tion [56] could produce more massive BHs at higher redshifts,
and in BBH mergers in dense star clusters could also give[57] it
has been shown that BBHs mergers in dense star clusters at red-
shift z & 1 could give birth to more massive BHs. However, as
shown in [58] with current GWs detections there is no evidence
yet for a redshift dependent high mass cut-off.
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the number of events that carry information about the
exact value for mmax and µg. In addition, Fig. 5 qualita-
tively explains the interrelation between these mass fea-
tures and H0. When H0 varies between 30 km s−1 Mpc−1

and 120 km s−1 Mpc−1 the above fractions of events that
are informative on the two mass scales change by ∼ 20%,
with natural consequences on the final accuracy for both
the mass model parameters and H0.

The effect of the interplay between source-frame mass
parameters and cosmology is clear in Fig. 6. Considering
64 events (consistent with the current number of observed

BBH by LIGO and Virgo), the joint (H0,mmax, µg) pos-
terior distribution shows a strong correlation between the
determination of H0 and mmax and µg.

In fact the determination of mmax and µg impacts the
estimation of the H0 in two ways. Concerning mmax,
first, lower H0 values drag the observed GW source to
lower redshifts, which in turn leads to higher source-
frame masses. These are pushed towards mmax: if they
exceed this mass scale they become incompatible with the
model. Therefore low mmax is incompatible with small
H0 values. Second, mmax also governs the fraction of
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detected events at higher masses. Since our model as-
sumes masses up to mmax, a lack of detected sources
with masses close to the expected mmax should be com-
pensated by lowering mmax or by decreasing H0.

Similar arguments are valid for the parameter µg.
These two cross-correlations are clearly shown in Fig. 6
and play a rôle even when few events are observed.

While other parameters such as the rate evolution pa-
rameter might cause a bias in the estimation of H0 (see
Ref. [44] for a discussion in the context of the Einstein
Telescope), for current sensitivities mmax and µg (or any
other equivalent parametrization of a sharp break in the
observed mass spectrum) appear crucial for the inference
of the cosmological parameters.
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FIG. 5. Cumulative distributions of the population source-
frame masses built by stacking the events posterior samples
of the detected binaries (top: primary mass and bottom: sec-
ondary mass) inferred from the simulated population, and
assuming different values for H0. The position of the Gaus-
sian peak and the maximum BH mass for BH are indicated
by red and green areas respectively. See Sec. IV B for an
interpretation of this plot. The original prior has not been
removed.

C. End-to-end analysis from gravitational-wave
data

The results presented in this section were based on
an approximated likelihood (see Appendix B), which al-
lowed for fast generation of posterior distributions for
large numbers of GW events. In this section we vali-
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date our results by an “end-to-end” analysis using simu-
lated GW h(t) data and posterior samples generated from
Bayesian samplers used for GW parameter estimation.
This analysis thus mirrors the analysis chain used for ob-
servational data for the first time in literature. In the
following we present results of a joint cosmological and
source population inference using the expected sensitiv-
ity for the future observing run O4.

We again simulate a mock BBH catalog, and now gen-
erate the associated GW signals using the IMRPhenomD
[59] waveform approximant. We retain 100,000 sig-
nals detected with ρdet ≥ 12 by the LIGO-Virgo three-
detector network at design sensitivity2. From this cat-
alog we select 200 events mimicking a population with
a PL mass distribution with parameters α = 2, β = 0,
mmin = 35 M� and mmax = 65 M�. The choice for mmin

is not representative of realistic astrophysical expecta-
tions: it is made to speed up the analysis by avoiding
the Bayesian estimation of low-mass events which takes
substantially more time. We furthermore fix the merger
rate parameter γ = 2, and the injected sources are taken
to lie in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ 2. The spins are assumed
aligned with the orbital momentum.

The selected subset of 200 events is processed by
the inference pipeline Bilby using the Bayesian sampler
dynesty [60]. We run a full 10-dimensional parameter es-
timation (since we fix the coalescence time of the merger

2 https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2000012/public

and assume aligned spins). We assume standard priors
on the spin amplitudes, the polarization angle, sky po-
sition, inspiral phase, a d2L prior on luminosity distance
(which is later removed in the population analysis) and
flat priors on the detector frame masses. For this latter
sampling we do not impose the m2,d < m1,d condition on
the component masses, but apply it a posteriori.

We find that the Bilby runs produce, for 90% of the
simulated events (symmetric intervals around the me-
dian values), uncertainties at the 90% confidence level
on luminosity distance, primary and secondary masses
(detector frame) which are between 50%-94%, 17%-32%
and 29%-70% respectively. (For comparison, for the same
population, the likelihood approximant implemented in
the previous sections would have given 26%-94%, 10%-
46% and 10%-40% uncertainties on luminosity distance
and detector frame masses for the same kind of popula-
tion. As we can see, the likelihood approximant predicts
a lower error budget on the secondary mass component.)
We then perform the analysis outlined in Sec. II to esti-
mate the population parameters, jointly with H0. Fig. 7
shows the marginal posterior distributions obtained with
the 200 selected events.

The posterior distributions for the cosmological and
population parameters are in good agreement with the
true value. This thus provides a proof-of-principle for
the applicability of the approach to real data.

We notice a significant correlation between the lower-
mass limit mmin and H0, that was not present in the
earlier simulations. This is simply a consequence of the
higher value formmin used here. A much larger number of
events is now informative on the lower mass cut-off of the
mass spectrum, which can thus be accurately measured.
Together with mmax the measurement of mmin provides
an additional well-defined mass scale that correlates with
H0. This does not impact the final accuracy level of the
H0 measurement which appears the same as in the case
when mmin = 5M�.

V. IMPACT OF POPULATION
MISCALIBRATION ON COSMOLOGICAL

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

In this section, we discuss the effect on the H0 estima-
tion of choosing a different mass model from that of the
simulated population. The aim is to quantify the effect
of possible population miscalibration.

A. Consequences of incorrect assumptions for the
location of the mass features

We have seen in Sec. IV B that the parameters mmax

and µg (or any other parameters related to features in the
source-frame mass spectrum) play a fundamental rôle for
the inference of H0. What is the consequence of fixing

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2000012/public
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FIG. 7. Posterior probability density distributions for the population parameters and the H0 using posterior from 200 events
generated with full parameter estimation. The blue lines indicate the population injected values. Levels indicate the 68% and
90% confidence intervals.

mmax and µg to a value inconsistent with their true val-
ues?

Fig. 8 shows the marginal posterior distribution ob-
tained for H0 when fixing either µg or mmax to a wrong
value and marginalizing over the rest of the population
parameters. This figure is computed with 64 GW events,
and is thus representative of the analyses that can be
done with the current number of observed events in the
GWTC-1 and GWTC-2 catalogues. We observe that H0

is biased toward smaller values when either mmax or µg
are much higher than their true values. Conversely, when
they are set too low, H0 is biased towards higher values.

In summary, fixing the maximum mass for BH produc-
tion can thus lead to biased estimations of the cosmolog-
ical and source population parameters and in particular
of H0.
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B. Consequences of using an incomplete model

We now discuss the impact of selecting an incom-
plete population model that misses some of the features
of the real underlying mass spectrum (in our case the
PLG model, with parameters specified in Section III A: a
Gaussian peak at µg = 40M� (with a standard deviation
of 5M�) and mmax = 85M�). In particular, we study
the recovery of the population parameters when we fit
a PL model that thus misses the Gaussian peak compo-
nent and tapering in the low-mass range. We compare
this with the full analysis (namely using the correct PLG
population model).

We find that using 1024 injections the estimate of mmin

appears to depart from the true value by more than 10
σ. The reason for failing to estimate mmin correctly is
the lack of tapering at low masses for the PL model.
On the other hand, the PL model is able to recover the
correct value of mmax because, in the underlying popu-
lation model, the separation in scales between the Gaus-
sian component and mmax is more than 5σ. Similarly,
it recovers the correct value of H0 and the additional
population parameters.

While the estimation of the parameters common to the
PL and PLG model are broadly consistent (except for
mmin), the PL model actually leads to an inaccurate fit
of the observed population (it misses the Gaussian peak).
This can be observed by calculating the Bayes factors as
done in [46], and also through posterior predictive checks
as presented in Fig. 9. This check consists in overlapping
the expected distribution of GW detections, obtained us-

ing the estimated population parameters, namely:

ppop(θ|{x}, Nobs) =

∫
pdet(θ,Λ) ppop(θ|Λ)×

p(Λ|{x}, Nobs) dΛ (10)

with the distribution of detected events (using
population-induced priors). If the model is correct,
the two cumulative distributions agree and the sanity
check is passed.

The test presented in Fig. 9 is computed with 64 BBHs
events. While the incomplete PL model is able to infer
the maximum mass of the underlying distribution, it fails
to accommodate the lower end of the tapered mass distri-
bution of the PLG model and the excess of BBHs between
40 and 50 M�.

In conclusion, (over)simplified population models must
be handled with care as this may lead to significant bias
when the true mass spectrum has a complex shape. It
is therefore essential to make a thorough goodness-of-fit
evaluation of several models using Bayes factors. In the
above example, this would have shown that PLG was the
preferred model.

VI. IMPACT OF POPULATION ASSUMPTIONS
ON THE COSMOLOGY INFERRED FROM THE

O2/GWTC-1 CATALOG

In this section, we re-examine the estimation of H0

obtained with GWTC-1 in [1] in light of the above ob-
servations showing how population assumptions impact
the H0 result.

The analysis in [1] is based on the “brightest” BBHs of
the GWTC-1 catalog selected with SNR > 12 (6 events
in total). The H0 measurement uses redshift informa-
tion from the GLADE [61] and DES [62] galaxy cata-
logs. Out of the six considered BBHs events, two have
a low probability for their hosting galaxy to be in the
galaxy catalogues (GW170104 and GW170809), three
have a medium probability (GW150914, GW151226 and
GW170608), while one has a probability almost equal to
1 (GW170814). In the limit of empty galaxy catalog (0%
completeness), the galaxy catalogue analysis collapses to
the analysis framework presented in Sec. II and thus in-
formation on cosmological parameters might come from
source-frame mass assumptions.

The analysis in [1] needs to a priori assume a source
population model, and the model chosen there is the PL
model. It is based on GWCOSMO [63] fixing Λm =
{mmax = 100 M�, mmin = 5 M�, α = 1.6, β = 0}.
These values were chosen to accommodate all possible
values for the source-frame masses of the GW events in
the GWTC-1 and GWTC-2 catalogs for any choice of
H0 ∈ [20, 140] km s−1 Mpc−1. Based on those assump-
tions the analysis draws samples from the posterior

p(H0|Λm, x) = p(x|H0,Λm) p(H0). (11)
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The search in [1] partially explores the systematics in-
troduced by the choice of PL model, trying several values
of mmax and α. No clear criteria are presented to guide
the choice of the population parameters, though it was
shown that certain choices affect the H0 estimation.

In this section, we show that the inference scheme pre-
sented in Sec. II can be used to robustly predict exactly
how population parameters contribute to the H0 estima-
tion with a galaxy catalogue analysis.

We run the joint population and cosmology analysis us-
ing the same set of GWTC-1 BBH events. We fix β and
γ = 0 and allow mmin, mmax and α to vary. We specif-
ically target the region associated with the current ten-
sion on the H0 estimate and use for H0 a uniform prior in
the range [67, 74] km s−1 Mpc−1. With these settings, the
maximum likelihood is reached at H0 = 69 km s−1 Mpc−1

with the parameters mmin = 8.6M�, mmax = 37.5M�
and α = 2.2. Those parameters best fit the data in the
region of interest for H0 but may not for other values.

In a second step, we apply the analysis of [1] using
the GLADE and DES galaxy catalogs using the new
set of population parameters. Fig. 10 shows the re-
sults for both approaches. We obtain the credible in-
terval H0 = 68+13

−7 km s−1 Mpc−1 to be compared to

H0 = 68+16
−8 km s−1 Mpc−1 reported in [1]. The width

of the former is about 15% narrower; the H0 estimate is
thus more informative in the tension region. In Fig. 10
the posterior tails appear considerably reduced with the
new choice of population parameters; this is not surpris-
ing, as the population parameters are chosen to maximize
the likelihood in the central H0-tension region.

The analysis with galaxy catalogs entails the joint
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FIG. 10. Posterior distribution on H0 using the 6 GWTC-
1 events with SNR > 12 and the GLADE and DES galaxy
catalogs. The plot compares the results obtained in [1] with
the new results of this paper (see discussion in Sec. VI).

marginalization over both the cosmological and popu-
lation parameters. If it is computationally intractable
to marginalize because of computational limitations as
explained in App. C, the population analysis presented
above allows us to quantify the potential impact of a spe-
cific choice of population.

This case study shows population assumptions mat-
ter as they impact the final measurement accuracy. In
the absence of a strong prior belief for the population
model, this advocates for analysis schemes that consider
population and cosmological parameters jointly and not
separately. This suggests performing joint source popu-
lation and cosmological inference together with the use
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of galaxy catalogs. Combining the two analyses is not
obvious and likely leads to challenging computational is-
sues. If this turns out to be intractable, a comprehensive
evaluation of the systematics induced by population as-
sumptions is required to deduce robust conclusions from
analyses that treat source population and cosmology sep-
arately.

VII. IMPACT OF THE POPULATION
PARAMETERS ON H0 WHEN AN EM

COUNTERPART IS OBSERVED

We end this paper by considering a different situation:
namely, we now suppose that an EM counterpart is de-
tected in association with each GW event in the popu-
lation. We assume this gives an independent redshift
measurement zobs for each event, as for GW170817, and
in this section, we consider the impact of this additional
data on the estimation of H0. This study also applies
when the sky localization from GW observation is suffi-
ciently accurate to narrow down the number of potential
host galaxies (from a catalog) to a few tens of galaxies.
In this case, however, one should also worry about the
galaxy catalog handling. We show (modulo some caveats,
see later) that when an EM counterpart is observed, the
choice of population parameters could give a negligible
contribution to the H0 estimation, in particular in the
case of low-redshift GW events.

In this case, the hierarchical posterior in Eq. (9) is
modified to account for the additional data, leading to
(we drop the subscript i):

p(Λ|x, zobs) ∝ p(Λ) p(x, zobs|Λ)

∝ p(Λ)

∫
p(x|Λ, θ)p(zobs|z, θ̄)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ∫

pdet,GW(θ,Λ)pdet,EM(θ,Λ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ
,

(12)

where we have separated the source redshift z from the
other binary parameters, writing θ = {z, θ̄}. The term
p(zobs|z, θ̄) is the likelihood of measuring a redshift zobs
given the true source redshift z and other binary param-
eters θ̄. Finally the selection effects connected to EM ob-
servations are taken into account through pdet,EM(θ,Λ).

Eq. (12) can be simplified under the following assump-
tions (i) the redshift measurement is very accurate and
independent of the binary parameters, i.e. p(zobs|z, θ̄) ≈
δ(zobs − z); (ii) measurement of the luminosity distance
dL and detector frame masses are mutually independent,
i.e. p(x|dL,m1,d,m2,d) ∝ p(x|dL)p(x|m1,d,m2,d). Then

Eq. (12) simplifies to (see Appendix D)

p(Λ|{x}, zobs) ∝
p(Λ)

[p(D |Λ)]Nobs

×
Nobs∏
i

p(ziobs|Λc)p(xi|dL(Λc, z
i
obs))

×
Nobs∏
i

I(xi; Λm, z
i
obs), (13)

where I is defined in Eq. (D4) and

p(D |Λ) =

∫
pdet,GW(θ,Λ)pdet,EM(θ,Λ) ppop(θ|Λ)dθ.

(14)
It is important to notice that the two last terms depend

individually on either the population or cosmological pa-
rameters.

Fixing the population parameters Λm to incorrect val-
ues thus results in a biased evaluation of the last line of
Eq. (13). This term enters in the inference of Λc simply
as a normalization constant and thus does not lead to
any bias. This is a consequence of the sub-dominance of
the redshift information obtained from the source-frame
masses and of the weak correlation between the luminos-
ity distance and detector-frame masses estimates.

If the term p(D |Λ) that accounts for selection effects
is close to a separable function of Λm and Λc, then fix-
ing an incorrect value of Λm will not bias Λc. Physically
we expect this to be the case for current detectors (the
selection bias is not introduced by the redshifting of the
source-frame masses outside their sensitive mass range).
For future detectors able to observe at higher redshifts,
the decoupling between cosmological and population pa-
rameters may not hold, in particular when the source-
frame mass distribution evolves with the redshift. The
effects of population assumptions should then be checked
carefully.

We conclude that in presence of an EM counterpart,
incorrect population priors do not affect the cosmological
parameters. This is confirmed by Fig. 11 where the pos-
terior on H0 computed with 64 events of our synthetic
population of Sec. III A is shown for different population
models.

We end with a final precautionary note: even though
the H0 posterior is weakly sensitive to the population
parameters, in this case, the population parameters can
be totally mismatched — for instance, the source-frame
mass model should include the source-frame masses we
observe (otherwise one of the I functions in Eq. (13) could
vanish).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the impact of popu-
lation assumptions for cosmological inference with GW
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events. We have shown that, even with current sensitivi-
ties, population assumptions on the features of the mass
spectrum can affect the estimation of the cosmological
parameters H0 and Ωm,0.

We have shown that the parameters that govern the
position of the middle peak or of high-mass cut-off in
the mass spectrum are strongly correlated with the final
estimated value for H0. We have also shown that incor-
rect priors on the properties of those features introduce
a significant bias.

Together with the uncertainties of GW data calibra-
tion [64] and the misevaluation of selection effects due
to the BNS viewing angle [65], population assumptions
could represent the major and possibly dominant source
of systematics for GW-based cosmology with current and
future GW observations. That is why we argue that
cosmological and population parameters should be per-
formed jointly. However, this can be computationally
challenging given a large number of galaxies that have to
be considered and the rapidly increasing number of GW
detections. Those computational challenges can possibly
be resolved by porting the inference code to GPU [66].

We conclude that GW-based cosmological analysis
should be complemented with a comprehensive and in-
depth evaluation of the impact of population assumptions
on the final result.
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Appendix A: Mass models

In this appendix we provide the mathematical expressions of the two phenomenological mass models used in this
paper. These are the same employed in [46]. The two mass models combines two baseline probability density functions.
The first is the power-law distribution with slope α, truncated to the interval defined by the lower and upper bounds
xmin and xmax:

P(x|xmin, xmax, α) ∝

{
xα for xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax

0 otherwise.
(A1)

The second is the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ,

G(x|µ, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

(x−µ)2

2σ2 . (A2)

The source-frame mass priors for the BBHs population are factorized as

π(m1,s,m2,s|Λm) = π(m1,s|Λm)π(m2,s|m1,s,Λm), (A3)

where π(m1,s|Λ) is the distribution of the primary mass component while π(m2,s|m1,s,Λ) is the distribution of the
secondary mass component given the first.

We consider the following two mass distributions:

Power-law model (PL): this model defines the distribution of the primary mass m1,s as a truncated power-law
with slope −α between the minimum mass mmin and the maximum mass mmax, namely

p(m1,s|mmin,mmax, α) = P(m1,s|mmin,mmax,−α). (A4)

Power-law model with Gaussian component (PLG): this model defines the primary mass component as a
superposition of a truncated power-law with slope −α between the minimum mass mmin and the maximum mass
mmax plus a Gaussian component with mean µg and standard deviation σg, namely

p(m1,s|mmin,mmax, α, λg, µg, σg) = (1− λg)P(m1,s|mmin,mmax,−α) + λgG(m1,s|µg, σ). (A5)

We also apply a smoothing factor to the lower end of the mass distribution

p(m1,s,m2,s|Λm) = p(m1,s|Λm)S(m1|mmin, δm) p(m2,s|m1,s,Λm)S(m2|mmin, δm), (A6)

where S is a sigmoid-like window function that performs a tapering of the lower end of the mass distribution [46].
The tapering function is of the form

S(m|mmin, δm) =


0 for m < mmin

f(m−mmin, δm) for mmin ≤ m < mmin + δm
1 for m ≥ mmin + δm

(A7)

with f(m, δ) =
[
1 + exp

(
δ
m + δ

m−δ

)]−1

.

For the two mass models listed above, the secondary mass component m2,s is defined as:

p(m2,s|m1,s,mmin, α) = P(m2,s|mmin,m1,s, β). (A8)

Appendix B: Quick generation of posterior samples

In order to quickly generate posterior samples for the studies in Sec. IV-V, we use an approach similar to that of
[42, 67].

We start by generating the redshift distribution (uniform in comoving volume) and source-frame masses from
distribution that we have chosen for the population. For each binary, we calculate the detector-frame chirp massMd

and its luminosity distance dL. The optimal SNR of the binary is then taken to be given by

ρ = ρ∗Θ

(
Md

M∗
d

)5/6(
d∗L
dL

)
, (B1)
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where M∗
d and d∗L are a reference chirp mass and luminosity distance at which an optimally oriented binary has

optimal SNR ρ∗. For our simulation we choose M∗
d = 10M�, d

∗
L = 1Gpc and ρ∗ = 8, which are scales compatible

with the observing scenario for BBHs during the O3 run [68]. Finally, we assume that the projection factor Θ can be
drawn from a uniform distribution between [0, 1].

In order to mimic the effect of the noise on the signal recovery, for each binary we draw a detected SNR ρdet
from a Gaussian distribution with mean ρ and variance 1. This is the SNR distribution expected in the case of a
single detector. Extension to multiple detectors would be straightforward using a χ2 distribution for the SNR. In our
simulation, events are detected if ρdet exceeds a threshold of 12.

Once that we have a list of detected signals (or triggers), we simulate posterior samples. To do so, we first draw the
measured chirp mass Md,det and mass-ratio qd,det from the following likelihoods that approximate the error budgets
from full parameter estimation analyses [69]

Md,det ∝ N
(
Md, 10−3Md

10

ρdet

)
(B2)

qd,det ∝ N
(
q, 0.25q

10

ρdet

)
. (B3)

Posterior samples on q and Md are then generated around the measured values using the above likelihood models.
The corresponding values of the detector-frame masses are then given by

m1,d =Md
(1 + q)1/5

q3/5
, m2,d = qm1,d. (B4)

This procedure takes into account the degeneracy between the determination of the two masses.
Finally, in order to account for the degeneracy between luminosity distance and binary inclination angle, we draw

a detected projection factor Θdet from a normal distribution

Θdet ∝ N (Θ, 0.3
10

ρdet
), (B5)

and we draw posterior samples on Θ around this value.
The posterior samples on the luminosity distance are obtained by drawing SNR posterior samples around ρdet and

inverting Eq. (B1) using the posterior samples already obtained for Md and Θ. This way of generating posterior
samples allows to generate samples of the luminosity distance and masses that are consistent with the selection effects
accounted for in the analysis.

This results on characteristic uncertainties for the luminosity distance and masses of 40%-60% and 20%-50% re-
spectively at the 90% confidence level.

Appendix C: Computational challenges in population analyses

Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) algorithms can be employed to sample the posterior of population hyper-
parameters. To do so, the MCMC needs to evaluate many times3 the hierarchical likelihood

p({x}|Λ, Nobs) ∝
Nobs∏
i

∫
p(xi|Λ, θ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ∫
pdet(θ,Λ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ

. (C1)

This evaluation is computationally demanding for two reasons: (i) the GW likelihood is not known analytically and
should be computed from posterior samples p(θ|x,Λ) and (ii) the likelihood should be evaluated for all events. Thus,
calculating Eq. (C1) in a MCMC looping over the GW events becomes prohibitive for larger number of events.

The evaluation of the denominator that accounts for selection effects is not an issue as its computation can be done
once for all the GW events.

The numerator involves an integral for every GW event considered and for every set of population parameters tried.
Using the “posterior sample recycling” [66] technique the computation of this integral can be efficiently calculated.

3 The number of iterations depends on the sampling algorithm,
the underlying population and the number of events used.
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The integral in the numerator is evaluated as∫
p(x|Λ, θ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ ≈ p(x)

Ns

Ns∑
i=1

ppop(θi|Λ)

π(θi|Λ)
, (C2)

where Ns is the number of posterior samples provided from the GW data analysis, π(θi|Λ) is the original prior applied
to generate the posterior samples and p(x) is the evidence computed while sampling the GW posterior (it can be
assumed as constant for a fixed waveform and noise model).

Eq. (C2) provides an efficient procedure to evaluate the numerator of hierarchical likelihood.
The “posterior samples recycling” is a procedure that can be employed when the GW posterior p(θ|x,Λ) is confined

in a smaller volume with respect to the one of ppop(θ|Λ). This is generally true for the current observations of BBHs
since their mass and redshift estimates span a smaller range with respect to the population-induced priors for the
source-frame masses and redshift distribution. However, as we discuss in the next two sections, this is not the case
when the information from EM counterpart or from galaxy surveys is including in the analysis.

1. . . . when dealing with EM counterparts

The redshift information obtained from an EM counterpart can be included by replacing redshift prior with the
EM likelihood p(zobs|z) that accounts for the accuracy of the redshift measurement

pEM(zobs|Λ) =

∫
p(zobs|z) ppop(z|Λ)dz. (C3)

For GW170817, the uncertainty on the redshift from EM counterpart was ≤ 10% (taking into account the uncer-
tainty on the peculiar motion). It was even smaller for the candidate EM counterpart associated with GW190521
[16]. The uncertainty obtained on the redshift from GW observations only is much larger, of the order of 25%− 40%
which thus forbids the use of posterior sample recycling “as is” to compute the integral in Eq. C2.

In order to circumvent this difficulty, a possible approach is to sum over the redshift samples drawn from the EM
posterior instead of the GW posterior, as follows:∫

p(x|Λ, θ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ ≈ p(x)

NEM
n(Λ)

NEM∑
i=1

p(x|zi)
π(zi|Λ)

, (C4)

where p(x|zi) is an interpolation of the GW likelihood obtained by a kernel density estimate (KDE). The normalization
terms n(Λ) results from the source-frame mass marginalization by:

n(Λ) =
1

Ns

Ns∑
j=1

p(mj
1,s(Λ, zj),m

j
2,s(Λ, zj)|Λ)

π(mj
1,s(Λ, zj),m

j
2,s(Λ, zj)|Λ)

. (C5)

and are computed for every i− th value of the population parameters. Contrarily to the canonical posterior samples
recycling this procedure is not parallelizable since the KDE fitting and normalization computation have to be done
for every event and every set of population assumptions, thus leading to an unsustainable computational burden.

On top of the above difficulty, the selection bias due to the EM detection also have to be modelled as they can play
an important rôle especially for BNS [29, 70] but also for BBH [71] if the EM counterpart of GW190521 is confirmed.

2. . . . when using galaxy catalogs

The inclusion of galaxy catalogs to the analysis can be done by replacing the redshift prior by the distribution of
galaxies obtained from a survey.

However, this approach relies on the completeness of the galaxy catalog (no matter the source) and contains with
100% probability the hosting galaxy of the GW event. If this is not the case, then a selection bias could be introduced
and one needs to correct it for the galaxy catalog incompleteness, see [63] for more details. The completeness correction
is itself a non-trivial function (through the galaxy luminosity distributions) of the cosmological parameters and its
computation adds a significant burden to the load of the analysis, since galaxy catalogs are usually composed by
billions of data points. Thus, a complete population inference using galaxy catalogs will require developments in
terms of data analysis and computing techniques.
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Appendix D: Hierarchical posterior with EM counterparts

In this Appendix we calculate the hierarchical posterior when, for all events, an EM counterpart provides a redshift
measurement. We begin from the hierarchical posterior in Eq. (12)

p(Λc,Λm|x, zobs) ∝ p(Λc,Λm)p(x, zobs|Λc,Λm)

= p(Λc,Λm)

∫
p(x|Λ, θ)p(zobs|z, θ̄)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ∫

pdet,GW(θ,Λ)pdet,EM(θ,Λ)ppop(θ|Λ)dθ
.

We assume that the redshift measurement is accurate and does not depend upon the binary parameters,
i.e. p(zobs|z, θ̄) ≈ δ(zobs − z). This may be an over-simplication, especially for BNSs for which the detection of
the EM counterpart can be strongly related to inclination of the orbital plane with the line-of-sight, see [29, 30, 72]
for more details.

We also assume that the measurements of the luminosity distance dL and detector frame masses are mutually
independent, i.e. p(x|dL,m1,d,m2,d) ∝ p(x|dL)p(x|m1,d,m2,d). This is a reasonable assumption given that the
estimate of the masses comes primarily from the GW phase while the estimate of the luminosity distance comes from
the amplitude. These likelihood terms can be evaluated as

p(x|dL) ∝ p(dL|x)

π(dL)
(D1)

p(x|m1,d,m2,d) ∝
p(m1,d,m2,d|x)

π(m1,d,m2,d)
, (D2)

where π(·) are the priors used to generate the posterior samples. With these assumptions, the hierarchical posterior
becomes

p(Λc,Λm|x, zobs) ∝
π(Λ)

p(D |Λ)
p(x|dL(Λc, zobs))p(z

i
obs|Λc)I(x; Λm, zobs), (D3)

where we have defined the integral function I as

I(x; Λm, zobs) =

∫
p(x|m1,d(m1,s, zobs),m2,d(m2,s, zobs))ppop(m1,s,m2,s|Λm)dm1,sdm2,s. (D4)

Eq. (D3) evidences a important result: under the two assumptions formulated above, the estimation of the pop-
ulation parameters Λm does not impact the estimation of the cosmological parameters Λc through the parameters
measured from the GW. The constraints on the cosmological and population parameters come from distinct terms in
the above equation, respectively, on p(x|dL(Λc, zobs)) and I(x; Λm, zobs).

This remains true when the population prior on the source-frame masses depends on the redshift. The only
correlation between Λc and Λm lies in the selection effect term p(D |{Λc,Λm}) and in the joint prior π({Λc,Λm}).
Eq. (D3) can be easily extended to a population of GW sources,

p(Λc,Λm|{x}, zobs) ∝
π(Λ)

[p(D |Λ)]Nobs

Nobs∏
i

p(ziobs|Λc)p(xi|dL(Λc, z
i
obs))

Nobs∏
i

I(xi; Λm, z
i
obs). (D5)
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